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FACTORIZATION ALONG NEST ALGEBRAS

AVRAHAM FEINTUCH

Abstract. Let T be a positive definite operator on DC and 61 a nest algebra in

B(%). A necessary and sufficient condition is given for the existence of a factoriza-

tion for T of the form T = A*A with A, A~x 6 %.

1. Introduction. While the theory of nest algebras began formally with the paper

of Ringrose, the problem of factoring an operator with respect to a chain of

subspaces of a Hubert space is much older. In its simplest form the question was:

can one factor a square matrix into the product of an upper triangular and lower

triangular matrix? An infinite dimensional form of this equation was studied in the

theory of Toeplitz matrices and in the solution of the discrete time Wiener-Hopf

equation. The same type of problem with respect to a continuous chain arises in the

solution of the standard Wiener-Hopf equation. These problems are very strongly

related to optimal control problems for linear time invariant systems [3]. The

problem we consider here is of the same flavour. If 91 is a nest of subspaces of a

Hilbert space % and T is a positive definite operator on %, can T be factored as

T = A*A where A, A'x E Alg 91? This problem was solved for the case where 91

is order isomorphic to the integers by Arveson [1], for the case where T = I + V

with V Hilbert-Schmidt by Gohberg-Krein [2]. Recently, Larson [4] gave an

example of a positive definite operator T on L2[0, 1] for which such a factorization

does not exist with respect to the chain {L2[0, /]: 0 < t < 1}. Here we give a

necessary and sufficient condition for such a factorization to exist. This condition

will be in terms of T and 91.

2. The main result. The first lemma is implicit in [1].

Lemma 1. Given the family of projections {EN: N E 91}, suppose there exists a

unitary operator U: for each N E 91, UEN = ETuiNU. Then T has a factorization

A*A where A, A~x E Alg 91.

Proof. Let A = U*Tx/2.ThenA*A = 7 and

AN = AEN% = U*TX/2EN% = U*ETW2N%

= ENU*% = E„% = N.

AN = A ~XN = N and the proof is complete.
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Lemma 2. Let B be a positive definite operator on %. Define an (equivalent) inner

product [    ,    ] on % by

[x,y]= (Bx,y).

Suppose 91L is a subspace of % with associated orthogonal projection P.  Then

P = (PBP + Q)~XPB is the orthogonal projection on 91L with respect to [   ,   ]

(Q = / - P).

Proof. Since P is idempotent, P2 = P. A straightforward computation shows

that P is selfadjoint with respect to [ , ] if and only if BP = PB*. Since P and P

are idempotents with the same range, PP = P, PP = P and QP = 0. Also, by

taking adjoints, P = PP*. Therefore,

PBP = PP*B = PB.

But PBP = PBPP = [PBP + Q]P, and therefore (PBP + Q)P = PB. Since B is

positive definite, PBP + Q is invertible and P = [PBP + Q]~XPB. This completes

the proof.

Corollary 3. The orthogonal projection on Tl/2EN% is Tl/2[ENT\EN]~xTl/2.

Proof. It is easily seen that the orthogonal projection on TX^2EN% with respect

to the inner product, defined by [x,.y] = (T~xx,y), is TX/2ENT'X/2. Thus the

projection in the standard inner product (x, v) = [7x,.y] will be

[T¡/2EnT-x/2TTx/2EnT-x + (I - TX'2ENT-X'2)\XTXI2ENTX'2T,

which when simplified gives Tx^2[ENT\EN%]'lTx/2.

Theorem 4. Suppose T is a positive definite operator on %. Then T = A*A with

A, A~x E Alg 91 if and only if there exists a unitary operator U such that

UEN = Tx/1[E„T\EN(X,]-xTl^U

for all N E%.

Proof. If such a U exists, we have seen that T has the required factorization.

Now suppose T = A*A with A, A'1 E Alg 91. Then

Tx/2[EnT\EN%]-lTx/2=[ENA*A\E„%y1T1/2

= Tl'2[EItA*ENAEN\ENX]-lT1'2.

Since A~x E Alg 91, it is easily seen that

[ena*enaen\en%]-1=[enaen\en%]-\ena*en\en%]-1

= {ENA-XEN\EN%][ENA*-XEN\EN%].

Thus TX/2[ENT\EN%YXTX/1 = TX/2[ENA~XEN\EN%1

[ENA*-lEN\EN%]Tx/2 = T-X/2T[ENA-XEN\EN%][ENA*-XEN\EN%]TT-X/2

= TX/2A*A[ENA-XEN\EN%][ENA*-XEN\EN%]TT-1/2

= T-X/2A*[ENAENA-XEN\EN%][ENA*-XENA*EN\EN%]AT-X/2

= T-l/2A*ENATx/2.
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Noting that U = T i/2A* is unitary, we obtain that ET\nNU = UEN and the proof

is complete.
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